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Sustainable Development has been the inevitable choice for human being 
and their long-term development. 
As a country that has the largest population, China has a rapid growing 
economy. But we should be aware that increase is not equal to development. 
With the data, we can find that the economic increase of China is based on 
cheap labor force, cheap natural resources and lower cost capital. GDP 
increases under this mode leads to depletion of resources and environmental 
deterioration. It's only choice for china to execute Sustainable Development.  
But in fact we find that many macro-economic strategies in force don't 
embody the conception of sustainable development. In this paper, we consider 
that this is because the establishments of macro-economic strategies are base 
on the conventional SNA which centralize on GDP. And the SNA doesn't 
embody the conception of Sustainable Development. 
In this paper, with the direction of sustainable development, we analyze 
the resource demand and supply under the two systems based on game theory. 
Then we come to the conclusion that the Green Accounting system can 
ultimately keep resource demand within limits. And also, we can learn that the 
strategies based on the indexes in the Green Accounting system embody the 
spirit of sustainable development and thus it would be good for the implement 
of sustainable development. Aiming to solve the problem that the two sorts of 
system both can not encourage people to supply resource, we design some 
promoting strategies. At the end of this paper, we analyze the problems we 















At present, most scholars focus on the establishment of a novel 
accounting system. In this paper, we try to analyze the accounting systems 
using game theory to support the point that the cause of conventional 
economic growth mode in some degree lies in the accounting system. 
Simultaneously, we analyze the problem of Green Accounting with game 
theory and then bring forward corresponding strategies. 
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硕士学位论文    绿色核算博弈分析 
中国传统的经济增长方式的特点是高投入、高消耗低产出。从下面的
数据可见一斑。 














1997 314000 8350 8864 930.4 0.028229 0.111425 
1998 320000 9000 8853.3 864.3 0.027667 0.096033 
1999 330000 9640 8868.2 770.3 0.026873 0.079907 
2000 343000 10400 9059.5 766 0.026413 0.073654 
2001 347000 11200 9156.3 837.9 0.026387 0.074813 
2002 354000 12100 9464.5 1035.7 0.026736 0.085595 
2003 263000 13200 9741.1 1178.3 0.037038 0.089265 
























































































硕士学位论文    绿色核算博弈分析 
从图 1.2.1 和图 1.2.2 可见，中国自 1997 年以来 GDP 一直保持快速增
长，并且中国的 GDP 占世界 GDP 的比重也逐年上升，但是与此同时，中
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博弈论起初是由美国数学家冯·诺伊曼(John Von Neumann) 与摩根斯
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